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About This Game

Jagged Alliance Back in Action is a contemporary remake of the latest title in the much-loved Jagged Alliance series of turn-
based mercenary-themed strategy games.

Designed from the ground up to offer a modern gaming experience, Back in Action showcases an updated isometric 3D look
and interface, highly detailed character models and a variety of new gameplay features.

Back in Action takes players to the fictitious country of Arulco, where a ruthless dictator has seized power and only a small
group of rebels stand to resist her. Tasked with freeing the island from the dictator’s iron grip, players will command rebel and
mercenary forces while using tactical, diplomatic and economic tools to keep troops supplied and ready for the next flight, all

while commanding them directly in nail-biting battles.

Back in Action’s innovative “plan & go” combat system combines real-time strategy (RTS) with turn-based elements to
guarantee that the intricacies of tactical warfare are rendered in dynamic, exciting gameplay. This challenges would-be

commanders to master not only strategy and tactical combat, but also to maximize their team’s capabilities through RPG-like
character advancement.

Key features:

Unrivaled mix of combat (tactics), roleplay, business and strategy

Innovative “Plan & Go” combat system combines RTS gameplay with turn-based elements
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Realistic war setting with authentic-looking firearms

Laptop/computer menu as a central anchor point for the player

Assemble your own unit of mercenaries from numerous unique mercenaries

Simultaneous control of multiple squads using a strategic map

Convincing characters who interact with and comment on the game events

All the dialog has audio

Acquire resources by capturing mines and encampments
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Title: Jagged Alliance - Back in Action
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Coreplay GmbH, Bigmoon Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Jagged Alliance
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP2), Vista or Windows 7

Processor: Core 2 Duo Processor (1,8 GHz or better) or similar AMD

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 3GB HDD Space

Video Card: Shader 3.0 compatible graphics card (Ati 2600, Geforce 8800 or similar) with 512 MB RAM

Sound: DirectX Compatible Sound Card
Known issues: Visual artifacts could be displayed when using the following visual cards: AMD Radeon HD 6000 or GeForce
8800 GT.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Polish,Czech
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pretty decent little game; the only thing i dislike about it, is that the resolution is odd,. This review was requested by (and game
supplied by) TrueAceKiller. Nice one, man. ^_^
And I'll admit right now, that I WISH I was recording my experience...my freak out was golden.)

One thing I'll never understand...Masked Shooters 2 is a sequel of a mysterious Masked Shooters, but...why isn't it on Steam?
You'll be pleased to know that you're not missing much as the original...is almost exactly the same as the sequel, but was
released on Gamejolt 2 years earlier. http://gamejolt.com/games/masked-shooters/31454#close

As discovered, this game is constructed in Unity (We meet again, eh?...), as you'll realize that bodies will occassionally spaz out
and distort right after they're killed as shown below:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=786219918

Now...I KNOW I've seen this before...but where?.......It's almost like....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5solYnY3MM
(If the video is removed: "Geddan meme")

Of course, that's not the only problem. My associate has discovered mid-game that running into a wall corner a certain way will
cause you to skyrocket into the sky....there is no map ceiling.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=786221009

We also discovered that the RPG is insanely powerful and will kill in a single hit, a common choice for players. A sniper rifle
can body shot or foot shot and STILL count as an instant kill. Anything that is not a machine gun / assault rifle / submachine gun
will take as little as 1-2 hits to kill someone, even at a distance. Of course, every single weapon is in your inventory from the get-
go. Some serious balancing is in order.

Masked Shooters 2 lacks in variety as everyone plays as the exact same model on a selection of 3 maps...this game has been on
Steam since January 2016 and has not had a gameplay update since April 2016. The only pro-side is that it looks decent (though
subpar), and is a Deathmatch title.

Is it worth asking price ($1)? Not at all when you can play Team Fortress 2 for free. I commend the developer for making this
game, but it's not the best shooter you can expect. You can find many free shooters out there, this title should be free as well,
considering how little you're getting with it.
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3/10 A generic deathmatch shooter lacking in variety and in serious need of fixing.. Beautiful enchanting artwork, relaxing
music, a moment of zen. The video game equivalent of a day at the spa.. Good entertaining game. Not a top notch video game,
but entertaining at the least. Ammo is everywhere. Drones can be used when needed. For the price; excellent. Would like to
see/play more games like this one.
. Good crime story, girl loves bad boys and also good PI, bad guy kills girl, PI seeks out revenge.
Cut scenes were good.
Voice acting was rather good, maybe a bit too "poshy" English, doesn't feel American.
No irritating puzzles, all are doable.
Easy collectables.
No overdose of hidden object puzzles.
Worth my bucks !. Good game, well worth 99c.
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And interesting and challenging mix of Age of Empires with They are billions.. This game reached critical mass, I uninstalled..
fun for alll age's lol. Where do we begin?

The cab detail is pretty good and poor visibility one gets from the driving seat of a real Pendolino is well illustrated.

So what's wrong with it? For starters, the Virgin Trains livery (which appears in the 390 folder on the C Drive by default) is
missing from inside Train Simulator. I have tried custom installing the livery from a third party but it was not playing ball.

The Pendoino is designed to tilt; which in real life helps round corners but in the game, can cost you a thousand points in just 20
miles of driving on the WCML North route.

Finally, I am a self confessed sound freak and like to look at sound packs from Armstrong Powerhouse. It's a shame they don't
as of yet have a sound pack because the ones that came with this are aweful.. Great Loco, sounds are quiet good too so i will
recommend :). Great 4X Single player RTS.

Its like Earth 2150/Starwars Empire At War in space,
you can equip and upgrade your Space Station/Base with weapons,
your ships/units and harvesting buildings.
You collect resources , research point and have a lot of tech to unlock.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ac9vr8sG60g&index=1&list=PLWrIqGszZr5kOs-miRm2xWTUPLF2t6KT1. It reminded
me instantly of my c64 time. Pure Arcade Fun! For now it is our lunchtime game in the company :D. Nova-111 is an excellent
puzzle game with some really fun innovations to a pretty stale genre. If you like old-school 2D puzzle games like Adventures of
Lolo, then this is for you. At first, Nova-111 seems like a typical turn-based puzzle game on a grid. But quickly you learn that
some elements in the environment are in realtime. For example, you have to juggle turn-based enemies with realtime laser
turrets. This makes for some very fun maneuvering. At first, all your ship can do is bash into enemies, but as the game
progresses you gain some additional abilities like a smart bomb and a teleport gun that lets you move two squares in one turn.
(And more powers that are better left a surprise.) Overall the game is not very difficult but if you want to save every scientist
and find every secret area (while also minimizing your damage and number of moves) then you can make yourself a real
challenge. The enemies are fun and varied with interesting patterns to memorize. Not to mention a lively sense of humor and
polished art style. Recommended for puzzle lovers!
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